
Full Moon 4th May 2015  
 
Okay let's admit it being an adult is scary. In fact being a human of any age 

can be scary. When times get tough, when we have deep emotional upsets 

and traumas to deal with it can have lasting effects on us. Something may 

happen, to others or to ourselves, and we are left feeling hurt, lost, lonely, 

angry, rejected, abandoned, helpless or unsafe. There are a whole range of 

deep emotional hurts that can linger in our unconscious. The feelings can be 

so strong and unpleasant that it is difficult if not impossible to engage our 

rational mind, to reassure us it is unlikely to occur again.  So we remember 

that hurt and become fearful of something 

happening again, of experiencing that pain 

again. From our fear, a need to control can 

evolve. It can be very subtle and on an 

unconscious level. We develop our own 

security blankets to pull around us, to make us 

feel safe, to try and keep our emotions on an 

even keel. If everything stays the same, if X 

doesn’t happen again, everything is OK, I’m 

OK. The fear is that we can’t handle things and 

so we pull that blanket tighter to keep things under control, to keep an 

emotional balance. 

 

As eternal Souls who chose to inhabit human bodies for this lifetime, we knew 

the challenges that could be in front of us, how tough it can be “down here”,  

and for this reason, incarnating as a human is considered as one of the 

bravest options. Although we come with preset intentions and our karmic 

strengths and challenges, there are still infinite possibilities and the newborn 

baby is a blank canvas waiting to be painted. For a newborn  infant their 

whole world is open before them. Unfortunately, life does not come with an 

instruction manual though, so growing up as a child we fumble our way 

through the emotional complexities as we observe, listen, sense and learn 

from those around us. Fairly obviously, we end up following their rules and 

beliefs, usually as second nature, certainly when very small. As we grow more 

into our own personalities, we may rebel which can cause challenges of its 

own as others react to our rebellion and try to bring us back into their line, to 

adhere to their rules and beliefs or leave us feeling alienated or rejected. 

 

Over the years we can learn to sift through the learnings of our childhood 

and discard the rules and beliefs that no longer fit us. When we start to be 

independent adults, physically and emotionally, we can habitually and 

unconsciously continue the learned behaviours of our childhood. The more 

we set out on our own personal path of spiritual growth, the more we 

examine these and look for our own truths. We can start to gain an emotional 

understanding that not everything we do or feel is genuinely ours and it is 

okay to let go! This can be a revelation! The world won't end if we change 



our thinking. Actually, it can only improve if we think more positive thoughts, if 

we follow our true inner guidance and express ourselves more authentically.                       

 

This sifting process is done on a conscious level, where we are able to 

examine and understand what lies behind, what the operating system is. But 

often, the unconscious motivation is buried much, much more deeply and 

can be so deep that we are completely oblivious to it.  

 

The Soul learning being offered us now, is to look deeply into our unconscious 

drives, motivations, patterns and emotions. To let go of our security blankets, 

to look at, examine and try to understand and let go of our fears and 

controls. Developing inner security, inner emotional security. This does not 

come from others or from things, it comes from within. We can eat, drink or 

spend too much, collect things, clean things, keep things in perfect order, 

have repeated meaningless relationships with people, all from deep buried 

motivations in an attempt to feel happier. But often, these things can leave 

us feeling empty and unfulfilled on a deep emotional level, With every action 

we are sowing our karmic seeds; for every action there is a reaction.  

 

Now is the time to question ourselves. Who or what do we try to control in our 

life? The underlying question to that answer  is, what are we afraid is going to 

happen? One of the challenges of growing up is to learn to take responsibility 

for ourselves, for our thoughts and actions and the results they have on others 

We are being urged now to own our own “stuff”, to take responsibility for the 

seeds we have sown and the crop we have grown as a result.  

 

If we pull that security blanket around ourselves and hold on tightly, we are 

holding ourselves in a place of false security. In trying to hold onto people 

and things in an attempt to feel safe and secure, we are also holding them 

back and giving them a false sense of security as well as controlling them on 

an unconscious level.  .  

 

Holding on to things or people, trying to control them is a way of trying to 

keep our emotions on an even keel.  If things are stable, if they stay the same, 

if this person carries on playing the same role in my life that they have always 

played I feel secure.  But all we are doing is feeding our own insecurity, our 

unconscious fears and needs. Feeling safe or emotionally secure is one of the 

biggest and strongest drives of a Soul and one of our biggest challenges. We 

have to look within ourselves, understand the unconscious drives that are 

feeding our insecurities and fears and let go of expecting and controlling 

people and situations to fulfil those. Developing inner security is a key to 

emotional and spiritual growth, 

. 

Ultimately, to thrive as a Soul in a human body, we have to become aware 

of all the different aspects of ourselves, to understand them and bring them 

into some sort of peaceful harmony.  Not just the different aspects of our 

personality but balancing the needs of our Soul, body, conscious, 



unconscious and Spirit, all of which can have different agendas at times and 

all of whom think they are operating for our best. Put that way, we can see 

that this is no easy task and, like all lives, a work in progress. The work of a 

lifetime? No, the work of many lifetimes. So, if we are reaping karma, if our 

karmic seeds have sprouted unexpectedly somewhere we didn’t want them 

to, let’s not beat ourselves up.  We are all doing the best we can, from where 

we are at that particular moment of our life, with the knowledge that we 

have.  All we can do, is concentrate on now, to tend our land, prepare the 

soil and plant the seeds where we want them to grow. And then., most 

importantly, we must remember to water them, check on them and weed 

and prune as needed, for the future. 

 

Happy gardening! 

 

Hi, I’m Terrie Birch, I’m an International Astrologer based in Mid Devon. I try to 
help people see beneath the surface, to gain a deeper understanding of 
themselves, their life, their Soul purpose, their karmic strengths and challenges 
and their potential. If you think this would might help you, I hold private 
consultations in Mid Devon and via Skye and ‘phone. 
 
I hope you’ve enjoyed reading my insights on this Full Moon. To receive my New 
and Full Moon insights directly to your inbox, along with more Astrological facts, 
insights, articles and details of readings, therapies and workshops, please visit my 

website www.astrologywise.co.uk and sign up to my mailing list. You can also 

follow me on Facebook – www.facebook.com/astrologywise  
 

You can email me at hello@astrologywise.co.uk or ring me on 07962 181 222 

I look forward to hearing from you. 
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